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1.Introduction

Bitzen Space is a sophisticated platform for
exploring the crypto space.People can

generate passive earning by using Bitzen
App through "Learn & Earn" "Play to Earn"

"Business to Earn" & more.
 

It's initial product is "Learn & Earn" App
where other projects can make Partnership
with Bitzen & run campaign for letting the

world know about their projects.Bitzen
shares the profits of the

advertising/Partnership revenue with their
users & investors.Bitzen will release more

products in upcoming days like Defi
Wallet,Defi Swap, Blockchain Based

Marketplace, Bitzen Chain etc.



2. Vision

Bitzen Vision is to provide a
transparent,profitable and longevity-
oriented token dedicated to generate

rewards for investors and users & release
innovative products using blockchain as the

underlying logic engine to create a new
economic ecology of Web3.0.



3. Ecosystem 

The focus of the Bitzen ecosystem is to make
benefited it's users and investors.It's initial

product is "Learn & Earn" program.
 

Bitzen will earn service fees through its "Learn
& Earn" program.And some part of that fees

will be distributed among the community
members as reward,some part will be used for

buying back Bitzen tokens.In this way,both
investors and the users will be benefited.In
upcoming days many more products will be
going to come such as-"Blockchain based

Marketplace", and through this Bitzen will earn
service fees.Some part of that fees will be

used for buying back Bitzen tokens & Some
part of that fees will be used for Development.

https://tokens.in/
https://benefited.in/


4. Token Utility

The Bitzen (BZEN) token is the utility token of
Bitzen.This Space ecosystem is a funny way

to discover the fascinating universe of the
blockchain.It's about to learn real-world

projects and receive free cryptocurrencies as
reward with the utility across payment,trading

and financial services use cases.

Learn & Earn

Defi Wallet

Defi Swap

NFT MarketPlace

Bitzen Chain

P2E

Bitzen CEX

https://blockchain.it/


5. Token information

BZEN is the utility token of the Bitzen
Ecosystem which will be created on the

Binance smart chain. The total token supply
(1B BZEN) tokens and no further token

creation will be possible

Name    :  BITZEN
Ticker :   BZEN

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 (1B)

Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain
Explorer: https://bscscan.com/

 

Contract:
0xDacC0417ADD48B63CbeFb77Efbe4a3801

aAd51BA

https://bscscan.com/token/0xdacc0417add48b63cbefb77efbe4a3801aad51ba
https://bscscan.com/token/0xdacc0417add48b63cbefb77efbe4a3801aad51ba
https://bscscan.com/token/0xdacc0417add48b63cbefb77efbe4a3801aad51ba
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Token Distribution: 

Sale: 15% (150M)

Development: 20% (200M)

Liquidity: 12% (120M)

Marketing: 20% (200M)

Team: 4.5% (45M)

Airdrop & Bonus pool: 8.5% (85M)

Ecosystem: 20% (200M)

1B



Event Token
Allocation

First Release
Release

Schedule

Private Sale 5% (50M) 75% TGE 25% Every Week

Public Sale 10% (100M) - -

Development 20% (200M)
10%

Will be unlocked at
listing time

2% to be release
every 1 month after

first release.

Ecosystem 20% (200M)
5%

Will be unlocked at
listing time

2% to be release
every 1 month after

first release.

Marketing 20% (200M)
10%

Will be unlocked at
listing time

2% to be release
every 1 month after

first release.

Team 4.5% (45M)
8% 

1 Month After First
Listing

8% to be release
every 1 month after

first release.

Airdrop &
Bonus

8.5% (85M) Not Vested Not Vested

Liquidity 12% (120M) Not Vested Not Vested

Token Vesting Information: 



Disclaimers 

Licences and approvals are not assured in all
jurisdictions

 
Bitzen (“Bitzen.Space”) intends to operate in full

compliance with applicable laws and regulations and use its
best endeavours to obtain the necessary licences and

approvals. Regulatory licences and/or approvals are likely
to be required in a number of relevant jurisdictions in which

relevant activities may take place. This means that the
development and roll-out of all the initiatives described in
this whitepaper are not guaranteed. It is not possible to
guarantee, and no person makes any representations,

warranties or assurances, that any such licences or
approvals will be obtained within a particular timeframe or
at all. As such, the initiatives described in this whitepaper

may not be available in certain jurisdictions. This could
require restructuring these initiatives and/or their

unavailability in all or certain respects. In addition, the
development of any initiatives is intended to be
implemented in stages. During certain stages of

development, the project may rely on relationships with
certain licensed third-party entities. If these entities are no
longer properly licensed in the relevant jurisdiction, this will
impact the ability of Bitzen.Space to rely on the services of

that party. 



No advice 
 

This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice,
financial advice, trading advice or recommendation by

Bitzen.Space, its affiliates, or its respective officers,
directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or

consultants on the merits of purchasing Bitzen tokens nor
should it be relied upon in connection with any other

contract or purchasing decision. 
 

Not a sale of security
 

This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or
financial service offering document and is not an offer to

sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security, investment
products, regulated products or financial instruments in any
jurisdiction. Bitzen tokens are not being structured or sold
as securities in Bitzen.Space. Owners of Bitzen tokens are

not entitled to any rights in Bitzen.Space or any of its
affiliates, including any equity, shares, units, royalties to
capital, profit, returns or income in Bitzen.Space or any
other company or intellectual property associated with

Bitzen.Space. 



Third party data 
 

This whitepaper contains data and references obtained
from third-party sources. Whilst the management believes
that these data are accurate and reliable, they have not

been subject to independent audit, verification, or analysis
by any professional legal, accounting, engineering, or

financial advisors. There is no assurance as to the
accuracy, reliability or completeness of the data.

 
Translations 

 
This whitepaper and related materials are issued in English.

Any translation is for reference purposes only and is not
certified by any person. No assurance can be made as to

the accuracy and completeness of any translations. If there
is any inconsistency between a translation and the English
version of this whitepaper, the English version shall prevail.

 
Views of Bitzen.Space

 
The views and opinions expressed in this whitepaper are
those of Bitzen.Space and do not reflect the official policy

or position of any government, quasi-government, authority
or public body (including but not limited to any regulatory
body) in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper has not been

reviewed by any regulatory authority



Risk statements 
 

Purchasing BITZEN tokens involves substantial risk and
may lead to a loss of a substantial or entire amount of the
money involved. Prior to purchasing BITZEN tokens, you
should carefully assess and take into account the risks,

including those listed in any other documentation.
 

Digital assets and related products and services carry
significant risks. Potential purchasers should take into

account all of the above and assess the nature of, and their
own appetite for, relevant risks independently and consult

their advisers before making any decisions.
 

Professional advice 
 

You should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax professional
and/or any other professional advisors as necessary prior

to determining whether to purchase BITZEN tokens.
 



Official Links: 

Website: https://bitzen.space/

Telegram: https://t.me/BitzenSpace/

Telegram Announcement: https://t.me/BitzenOfficial/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/BitzenSpace/

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/Bitzen.Space/

Instagram : www.instagram.com/bitzen.space/

Reddit : www.reddit.com/user/bitzenspace/

Linkedin : www.linkedin.com/company/bitzenspace/

BSC Website : https://bscscan.com/

https://bitzen.space/
https://t.me/BitzenSpace/
https://t.me/BitzenOfficial/
https://twitter.com/BitzenSpace/
http://www.facebook.com/Bitzen.Space/
http://www.instagram.com/bitzen.space/
http://www.reddit.com/user/bitzenspace/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/bitzenspace/
https://bscscan.com/

